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‘Some aliens observe that roosters call berore
every
day.
Having
no
other
information about” roosters and. sunrises
which of the following inferctices would,
NO
be T
valid?
1. Rooster-call and suntige maly be
independent cyclic events with the same
periodicity
2. Both may be triggered by i commion
cause
3. Rooster-call may be causing the sunrise
4. Sunrise cannot be the eause of rooster
all as the rooster-call precedes sunrise
sunrise
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12 balls, 3 ench of the colours red, greei: blue
and yellow ate put in a box and mined, If3
balls are picked at ransom, without replicement, the probability that all 3 balls gre of the
same colour is

3. Bh

‘Twenty-one litres of water in a tank is (0 be
divided into three equal parts using only 5, 8
and 12 litre capacity cans. The minimum
number of transfers needed to schieve this is
1.3
24
3.5
47
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Of four agents Alphs, Beta, Gamma snd

Delta, three have to be sent together on
mission. If Alpha and Beta cannot goa
together, Beta and Gamms cannot go together
and Gamma and Delta cannot go together,

then which of the following holds?
|. Any three agents can be sent.
2. Alpha, Delta and any one out of Beta
and Gamma can be sent.

3. Beta, Gamma and any one out of Alpha
‘and Delta can be sent,
+4. The mission is impossible.
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after
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{na bacterial cell, a protein is synthesized at
fandom location in the cytoplasm. The protein
has to reach one pole of the cell for its
appropriate function. The protein reaches the
pole by
chemical attraction
Fandom movetent
enzymatic action
attraction between opposite charges
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‘What is the least possible population of the

A precious stone breaks into four pieces
1:2:3:4, The
having weights in the proportion
value of such & stone is proportional to the
square of its weight. What is the percent loss
in the value incurred due to breaking?
2.30
a)
4.90
3.70
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2, Average
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and 8 minutes,
one round. How
meet again for the
assuming constant
224
4. 60

9. The nine numbers x,.22.%5 29, are in
ascending order. Their average m is strictly
greater than all the first eight numbers,
Which of the following is trac?

Peter
or at
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3. Average (23,2 s.ta,m) = mand Average
(XpiX4.4%q) >
4. Average (x22 «-X;m) <m and Average
(gy Xan Z5) =

circular path taking §
respectively. 19 complete
many minutes later do they
first time on the start fine,
speeds?
1.8
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8, The distribution of grades secured by students
in a class is given in the table below.
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10. Which mong the following diagrams
tepresents women, mothers, human beings?
a

1.
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1. ee

218
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12, How many quadrilaterals does the following.
figure have?

2

©

117
3.19
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2.18
4.20
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11. A. boy and a girl make the following
statements, of which at most one is correct
‘The one in « white shirt says: “Iam a girl”
(tatement-1)
The one in a blue shirt says: “Iam @ boy*
(statement-I1)
Which of the following is the correct
inference?
1. Statement is correct but statement-It is
incorrect
2. Statement-II is correct but statement-1 is
incorrect
3. Both the statements { and II are incorrect
4, The correctness of the statements I and
Mcannot be ascertained.
12, Pre firey i feat agi

38H

2
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1. 10%
3. 28%
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13. A’canal system is shown in the figure

—

—s

Water flows from A to B through two
channels. Gates G) und G, are operated
independently to regulate the _ flow.
Probability oF G, to be open is 10% while that
of Gy is 20%. The probability that water will
flow from
A to B is
1. 10%
2. 20%
3: 28%
4. 30%
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4, Ont

44; A long ream of paper of thickness: is rolled
tightly. As the roll becomes larger, the length:
‘of the paper wrapped in-one turn exceeds the
Jength in the previous tum by
Le
2, 2
3..mt
4, 2nt
15, rave
art afen ve Rig 4 after
cra at
P fag ae ert wer th san opi4 +

water Raft % ugar aw ag after Ger
raat eae Bi afer Reta Pratt att?

eat Per H afer er

1.

s000

2,

1000

3. 4000
4, 6900
16. A open reotanguter box is made by
excluding the four identical corners ofa piece
OF ayer as shown in the diagram and folding
if along the dotted fines

10m

initial

40em

final

Py

ar

rv

+H?)

4. 2r {GQ Fn?)

15, Point A on a wheel of radius'r touches: the
horizontal plane at point 2. It rolls without
slipping, till point A is at the highest
position in the first tur. What is the final
distance 4P?

40m ——
The capacity of the box (in ent’) is
1,

$000

2.

3. 4000)
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1. Which of the following is the largest?
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The length ofa cylinder is measured 10 times,
yielding 10. distinct values. For this set of
values, consider the following
statements,
A. Five of these values will lic above the
mean and five below it
B. Five of these values will lie above the
median and five below it
C, At least one value will lie above the mean,
D. At least one value will lie at the median,

Which of the stmements: are necessarily

2, ee Ta ee

3. a fag oat are ee tar et a
apap ae

4. axe serrr gee
18. A monkey climbs a tree to eat fruits. ‘The
amount of energy gained from cating. fruits
andthe
energy spent in climbing on
different branches have-# relationship shown
in the figure.

correct?
1, Bande
3. BandD

2, WandC
4. A, Cand D.

20, fru aay 4, O FE z, 2PAO = 40°, 2'8Q =

30° ar arg #7
2A0B = 220°,

z
:
0,07

“Enemy spent

‘The ratio. of energy, gained. to encray spent
will be the maximum
1, at a:point where the stope of the curve is
the maximum
2. at @ point where the slope of the curve is
unity
3. at a point on the curve whore the tangent
passes through the origin

a 2AQB art

1. 70°
3. 60°

2) 80°
4. 10"

20, In-the given circle, O is the centre. APAO =
0°, £PRQ = 30° and outer angle
<AOB = 220°.

4. atthe highest point on the curve
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Then 2AQB is
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3. 60"

2: B0*
4. 110"

1. The typical structure of DNA is altered in

aTT/PART- B

Ae redress
eter rer
sa mr ect fants ar
1. en ft feat are

the middie of the core particle.
In core particle, DNA is organized as flat

21.‘eg

‘super helix with 1.65 turns around the
histone octamer,

3. While forming 30 nm fibers, generally 6

nucleosomes per turn organize into a two-

start helix .

4. ‘The N-terminal histone tails in a core

particle are strictly ordered and exit from:

the nucleosomes between tums of the

2.

DNA.

cytokinesis of animal cells is determined

1, by position of nucleus.
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2, To prepare individual tissue cells from a

primary culture, the cell-cell and cell-matrix
interaction must be broken. To achieve this,
one would NOT use:
2, Trypsin
1, EDTA
4. Separase
3. Collagenase
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23.

Which one of the following statements is

NOT true about nucleosomal organization of
core particle?
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24, During replication, RNaseH removes all of

the RNA primer except the ribonucleotide
directly linked to the DNA end. This is
because
1. it can degrade RNA and DNA ftom their
Send.
. it can only cleave bonds between two
ribonucleotides.
3. it can degrade RNA and DNA from their
Pend.
4 activity of RNaseH is inhibited by: the
presence of duplex containing both strands
as DNA.
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25.

conformation, detailed below is
INCORRECT?
1. L-amino acids can occur in Type 1° B- ~
tums where
, y are both positive.
2. A peptide rich in profine is unlikely to
adopt achelical structure.
3. Proline residues have high propensity
to occur in turns,
4. The-dihedral angles 4, y of amino acids
in unfolded proteins are exclusively

2, On sequence analysis of a double stranded

DNA, the results showed the content of
‘cytosine, C was 20%. What is the amount of
A and T put together?
1, 20%
3. 50%

28.saree
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ten erm sree

ete a

1. epee 6-8
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2. 30%
4. 60%

2oqare L-aeee
3. or
4. Spine athe npere
6-0

26, thrrem fee attic 3: ae Prefer writ

1, npr

2. 30%
4. 60%

1. 20%
3, 50%

Which one of the statements on protein
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28, ‘The first step in glycogen breakdown releases

4, Te tere Parent Kear

29.
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26. Choose the INCORRECT § tatement from
the following statements made for an enzyme‘catalyzed reaction
1. The kinetic properties of allosteric
‘enzymes do not diverge from
Michactis-Menten behaviour.
2. In feedback inhibition, the product of
pathway inhibits an enzyme of the
pathway.

3. An antibody that binds tightly to the
analog of the transition state intermediate
‘of the reaction SP, would promote
formation of P when the analog is added
to the reaction,
4. An enzyme with Keat = 1.4 x10" s" and
Km = 9x10" M has activity close to the

diffusion controlled limit.
27, Segre Shere

pen Parr ft are afte

vents @ Pe areerefier wa, C 20% a A ate T
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38H

glucose units as

1, glucose 6-phosphate

2. glucose I-phosphate
3. glucose
4. glucose and glucose 6-phosphiate
Na‘/K* ATPase $2 afireter aq vi feeratt

freon eae aT Te RL tT TAT
sare
eam it seatereeres
sonficg ee
_ ea Nat fiaat
eek! Foinpht err
ate Na eet see a aR at
waite
4. Rees
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set Perea ero
cear fh
‘The Na‘/K" A'TPase pump is found on the
plasma membrane of most animal cells. A
‘mitation in the intrinsic phosphorylation site
of the pump is most likely to affect
1. the outward movement of Na’ only.
2. inward movement of K” only.
3. both the inward and outward movement of
K" and Na’.
4, has no effect on pump activity but affects
its stability.
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30. Fruit bats-are known to harbour and spread
several viruses that can infect other animals
and humans. Which one of the following
viruses is NOT reported to spread by fruit
bats?
2, Nipah
1. Ebola
4. HIV
3, SARS

3B. Sugar puckering in double stranded nucleic
acids is exclusively
endo in double stranded DNA
‘endo in double stranded DNA
endo in double stranded RNA
endo in hybrid duplex with one
1.
strand as DNA and the other as RNA.

a att
3h, Ben th aetna
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co em
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ae fafa seein
cearent geet apt art fewest een sear a)
ag create 40m aeenre A asezTT
Sansa

1, area

3. Stare

2, saatétr

Aspe

31 In a type 1 bypersensitivity-mediated
‘asthmatic response, which one of the
following is thought to contribute
significantly to the prolonged bronchospasm
anid build-up of mucous seen in asthmatics?
1. Thromboxane

3, TOFS

‘2. Leukotriene

4. Chondroitin

*

sepertta treet B

Ere Eukaryotic mRNAs are modified to possess 3

5° cap structure, Which one of the following
js an INCORRECT statement about the
function of the 5! cap structure?
1, Itprotects the mRNA from 5—
exoribonuclease attack,
2. It facititates splicing of the nascent
transcripts.
3. It protects the transeript from degradation
by RNAse III fimily enzymes,
4. It facilitates attachment 10 408 subunit of
ribosome,

en ri, feaeee Herp eT Ow
32, apr viftte

ae oa wa Partin BE ae ate (TES eT

See ea are Fi toe eee petatTERT
arrmron wanfias vert
1, Sopra fat crag

ae et

32, In at human cell Jine, a large fraction of
double-strand DNA breaks are repaired by
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). An
inhibitor of FLAP endonuclease will affect
1, recruitment of DNA-dependent kinase.
2. gap trimming.
3. DNA unwinding,
4. pairing of micto-homology regions.
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35. Which one of the following does NOT belong

to human antimicrobis! proteins and peptides
at epithelial surfaces forming part of innate

immunity?
1, Lactoferrin
2.
3. Calproteetin
4:
36, Saati fant ream ate
ws ek Ps eat 8?
1. aerate
2.
3. rreagrtit
4,

Defensin

Vimentin
ary at
ata
terete

- Which one of the following best describes
deathi-upon-detachment?
1. Neéroptosis
2. Anoikis

3. Extravasation

4. Metastasis

37. thet tsar

Fe ee Frat
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plants, which one of the following is NOT
biowetive?

2.GA;
4. GAs
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1. tferetr (Mo)

2. srr (Pe),
3. sar (Vv)

4. tare (Co)
38. Nitrogenase, a complex metal containing
enzyme is involved in conversion of N; 10
Nth. Which ane of the following metals is
NOT involved in the activity of
nitrogenase?
1. Molybdenum (Mo)
2. tron (Fe)
3. Vanadium (Vv)
4, Cobalt (Co)
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39. Which one of the following agents cause

relaxation of mesangial cells?
1. Histamine
2. Thrombaxane As
3. Norepinephrine
4. Dopamine
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M7. Out of severa} gibberellins identified in

1. GA;
3. GAy

3. dear
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‘A patient comes to the hospital complaining
of vomiting.
and diarthoea. The doctor
‘suggested that the patient take glucose and
electrolyte solution orally. Which one of
following membrane proteins is likely to be
involved in vehydrating the patiem?
1. Cystic fibrosis transmembrane regulator
(CFTR)
2, Sodium ghicose transporter protein |
(SGLT!)
3, Insulin receptor protein (IRP)
4, Sucrase-fsomaltase protein (SIP)
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At, In certain plants, the mechanism where timing

of anther dehiscence and stigma receptivity
do not coincide to avoid self-poltination is
called
1, dichogamy
2 herkogamy
3. monoecy
A. dioecy
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42. In Xenopus embryos, -catenin plays an
important role in’ the Dorsal/Ventral axis
development. What would you expect if the
endogenous glycogen synthase kinase 3
(GSK3) is knocked out by a dominant.
negative form of GSK3 in the ventral cells of
the carly embryo?

1. Blocking of GSK3 on the ventral side has
no effect. A normal embryo will form.

2. ‘The resulting embryo will only have
ventral sides,
3. A second axis will form.

4. The dorsal fate is suppressed,
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Homeobox transctiption factors (Hox
proteins), play important roles in specifying
whether a particular mesenchymal cell will
become stylopod, zeugopod or aulopod.
Based! on the expression pattems of these
genes, a model was proposed wherein these
Hox genes specify the identity of a limb
region. What would be the observed
phenotype for human homozygous for a
HOXDI3 mutation?
38H

1, No zeugopod formation.
2. Abnormalities of the hands and fect
wherein the digits fuse.
3. Deformities in stylopods.
4. No femur or patella formation.
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Which one of the following describes the
function of silicon in plants?
1, Constituent of amino acids

2. Contributes to cell wall rigidity and
elasticity
3. Constituent of the photosynthesis reaction
centre
4, Maintenance
of cell turgor and electroreutratity
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45. Most ofthe plant disease resistance (R) gene
products contain:
1, G-Box domains
2, Transcription repression domains
3. Leucine-rich repeats:
4. Enzymatic activities
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Which one of the following DNA markers
can be used to distinguish between a
homazygote and a heterozygote?
1, RAPD
2. AFLP
3. RFLP
4. ISSR

